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truth • charleswjad-ali 239 jihad and just war theory: dissonance and truth by charles w. amjad-ali abstract:
the christian tradition of just war does not have a new testament foundation but is a tradition that developed
after the conversion of constantine and christianity’s emergence as the state jihad and just war: a
comparative analysis - sound ideas - for example, johnson focuses on ideas of justification, authority and
conduct in just war and jihad, whereas this paper seeks to focus more on the historical development of the
tradition and cast a somewhat broader net of comparison. the origins of christian just war theory 5reuven
firestone. jihad, the origin of holy war in islam. just war and jihad - lund university - they are standard
elements in western just war theory and frequently occurs in debates. we should keep in mind, though, that
the just war theory is not a specific theory. rather, it is a broad tradition dealing with morality and warfare. the
same thing can be said about jihad . other ideas on what a just war must just war and jihad: positioning
the question of religious ... - just war and jihad: positioning the question of religious violence r. joseph
hoffmann in their current simplification of world disorder and its causes, american leaders are fond of
distinguishing between the essentially good and ethical core of a religious tradition and the perversion of its
message and doctrines by unappointed apostles. jihad, jizya, and just war theory - cri - population
actively. because the requirements and goals of jihad are at odds with the most basic constraints of just war
theory, islam cannot be reformed without abandoning adherence to muhammad’s commands. muhammad is
the messenger of allah, and those who are with him are severe against just war tradition, ahkam al-jihad,
and political decision ... - just war tradition, ahkam al-jihad, and political decision-making by john kelsay
omani training institute for diplomats muscat, oman february 8, 2006 let me begin with thanks to those who
made this meeting possible. islam and just war theory - islam and just war theory by hajj muhammad
legenhausen the imam khomeini education and research institute, qom, iran 7. feb. 2008 ***** in this paper, it
is argued that an islamic ethics of war and peace may be interpreted to yield a just war paciﬁsm that is
analogous to that developed on the basis of western just war theory. abstract jihād as defense: just-war
theory in the quran and sunnah - jihād as defense: just-war theory in the quran and sunnah ... just-war in
the quran and sunnah prophet muhammad  ﷺreceived his first divine revelations in mecca and he peacefully
preached the message of islam to the meccans for thirteen years until an ... is jihad a just war researchgate - is jihᾹd a just war? war, peace, and human rights under islamic and public international law
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